CARPET AND TILE MAINTENANCE GUIDE – RAWSON CARPET SOLUTIONS

CARPET AND CARPET TILE MAINTENANCE GUIDE
INTRODUCTION
All carpets require maintenance to optimise wear life, performance and appearance retention. This
guide explains the basic principles of effective carpet maintenance and we recommend that these
proposals be implemented immediately after installation.
The most important point to make when discussing the cleaning and maintenance of a carpet or
carpet tile installation is that it is more effective to maintain the installation from day one on a
planned maintenance basis than to carry out major restorative cleaning when the carpet becomes
excessively soiled.
The performance of the carpet is dependent on several factors:





Construction and Colour
Effective Barrier Matting
Correct Installation
Planned Maintenance

Often the carpet is reported as wearing badly or being ‘worn out’ after a relatively short period of
time in use. In fact, the carpet is usually found to have lost appearance as a result of infrequent or
improper cleaning. Improper cleaning can cause a build-up of residual cleaning agents that will lead
to rapid resoiling and matting of the pile.
A planned maintenance programme will usually consist of frequent ‘preventative’ cleans for selected
high traffic areas, augmented periodically by more intensive ‘corrective’ cleaning treatments.

BARRIER MATTING
The use of barrier matting in all external doorways and junctions between dirty areas and carpeted
areas will significantly reduce the amount of soiling reaching the carpet. 80% of all soiling will be
walked into the building from outside and once in the carpet it is likely to be trafficked further into
the building
Installing effective barrier matting can prevent most of this soiling. Obviously, the greater number of
steps taken on the entrance matting, the more effective it will be in removing dirt. These mats must
be regularly cleaned or replaced to prevent the build-up of soil, otherwise they become ineffective.
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VACUUM CLEANING
A good vacuuming programme is essential to successful carpet maintenance as it reduces the
frequency of periodic maintenance procedures required to maintain clean carpet. In addition to
removing soil, vacuum cleaning also helps to lift and restore pile. Proper equipment and technique
are critical to the success of a vacuuming program.
Machines with cylinder brushes should be used and set so that brushes are in contact with pile
surfaces. Twin motor machines with independent motors for suction and brushing are preferred for
this task. Upright vacuum sweepers are best for this work while cylinder and back pack type
machines are not recommended.
All carpet should be vacuumed daily. Heavy traffic areas such as lobbies, entryways and barrier
mats, particularly those exposed to various weather conditions, may require more frequent
vacuuming to prevent dirt and dry soiling from being tracked into other areas of the installation.

PLANNED MAINTENANCE
Carpet is often allowed to soil heavily over a long period of time before professional cleaning is
contemplated. However, the cleaning of neglected carpet is likely to be expensive and there is no
guarantee that the carpet will be restored to a near-new appearance.
The basis of planned maintenance is the regular cleaning of those areas that a regularly trafficked,
typically on 20-30% of an installation. Consequently, planned maintenance is cost effective and
maintains the appearance of the carpet at a high standard at all times.
The required frequency and method of cleaning will be determined by product type, colour, traffic
intensity and soiling type and will vary widely from one installation to another.
If a planned maintenance programme is followed through, the need for intensive wall to wall
cleaning by wet extraction or shampooing may only be required once a year. The timing of deep
cleans will be determined by the cleaning contractor based on an assessment of the type of soiling,
the traffic frequency and the location within the building. The method used for periodic corrective
cleans will usually be hot water extraction, however, other methods of cleaning may be more
suitable in certain instances.

SPOT CLEANING
Asphalt/Tar

White spirit or solvent spot remover followed by dry foam carpet shampoo
or hot water extraction.

Alcoholic Drink

Luke-warm mild detergent solution.

Ballpoint Ink

Water then solvent spot remover

Blood

Apply cold water first, then a strong solution of biological washing powder in
cold water (1 teaspoon to ½ pint of water if stain persists.
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Butter

Scrape off, apply solvent spot remover followed by dry foam carpet
shampoo.

Candle-Wax

Scrape off, apply solvent spot remover followed by dry foam carpet
shampoo.

Chewing Gum

Apply freeze spray chewing gum remover or ice cubes, scrape the residue,
then carpet shampoo.

Chocolate

Cold water followed by dry foam carpet shampoo.

Coca Cola

Water or mild detergent solution.

Coffee, Cocoa etc.

Wash immediately with cold or warm mild detergent solution, followed by
solvent spot remover to remove residual fat.

Cigarette Burns

Scrape off carefully using a sharp short bladed knife, then treat with a
lukewarm mild detergent solution. In the case of a server burn, a leather
punch (1.5” diameter) can be used to cut out the burn and then the area
filled by a circle from the carpet remnants/

Egg

Cold water followed by a solution of biological washing powder or mild
detergent solution.

Excrement

Mild detergent solution.

Felt Marker

Wash immediately with water and if necessary with solvent spot remover.

Fat, Oil, or Grease

Solvent spot remover followed by mild detergent solution.

Foodstuffs

Lukewarm biological washing powder solution (as for blood).
persists after drying, solvent spot remover can be used.

Ink

First water then solvent spot remover.

Jam

Lukewarm water, mild detergent solution.

Lipstick

Solvent spot remover followed by mild detergent solution.

Milk

Solvent spot remover followed by dry foam carpet shampoo.

Nail Varnish

Acetone (not nail varnish remover)

Oil Paint

Apply white spirit immediately. Old oil paint stains are difficult to remove.

Plasticine

Scrape off then use freeze spray chewing gum remover or ice cubes. Scrape
again, then use solvent spot remover.

Rust

See specialist cleaner for removal.

Red Wine

Apply cold water first, then a solution of biological washing powder in cold
water (1 teaspoon in ½ pint of water).
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Shoe Polish

Solvent spot remover or white spirit.

Soot

Vacuum then treat with dry foam carpet shampoo.

Tea

Lukewarm mild detergent solution.

Urine

Diluted white vinegar solutions followed by mild detergent solution. For old
stains consult a professional carpet cleaner.

Vomit

Mild detergent solution then treat with diluted protein spot remover.

White Wine

Water then mild detergent if necessary.

ON-SITE CLEANING
Hot water extraction is recommended provided the material has been properly installed with the
correct adhesive
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